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How The Word School Has Changed Due To Insecurity 

 School security isn’t secure at all, students and staff should feel safe going to school. The 

word school has changed drastically over the past few years due to school shootings. School used 

to be a safe place to send your kids, now we are all forced to worry about the possibility of a 

shooting, why is this? The world we live in is a very violent one, only 21 weeks into the year 

2018 and already 23 school shootings occured where at least one person was shot (Saeed Ahmed 

and Christina Walker, 2018). Peter Langman, and other authors around the world have done their 

research, to determine the reasonings for school shootings, and how to stop them at the root 

before they start. These shootings can’t be contained to a general location, they are occurring all 

across the United States and more are happening each year. School shootings have to be stopped, 

the only way to do this is by improving school security, and learning the reasonings behind these 

shootings. Research done across the United States suggest there are things to be done to prevent 

school shootings that are not being done. If we put together the reasonings for the school 

shootings, improved school security, and take action on our research we can reduce school 

shootings drastically.  

School shootings are an issue that have spread all over America. The fact that we the 

people have to worry about being safe in a school is scary. We question weather our school 

security is good enough to stop or prevent a school shooting from being fatal, the answer is no. 
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Just recently in Charlotte NC, at Butler High School, a 16-year old freshman shot and killed a 

16-year old sophmore, Bobby McKeithen over an alleged increase in bullying (Wester,2018). 

Luckily there was only one fatality, which can’t be said about a lot of the other school shootings 

that have took place. With that being said, one fatality is enough to make us look at the word 

“School” quite differently. Growing up, I can remember elementary thru high school, there was 

always one resource officer at each of the schools in our county. That may have made since 50 

years ago, but considering the world we live in today, one officer is not enough security to make 

us feel safe about school. This Charlotte incident helps us realize just how easy it is to get guns 

inside of a school. Which also concludes the fact that we don’t feel safe in a school anymore.  

Research done by Peter Langman shows that school “shooters fall into 3 different 

categories which are psychotic, traumatized, and psychopathic”(Langman, 2009). Sometimes 

these categories will overlap such as the shooter could be traumatized and psychotic. This goes 

to show there are ways to potentially identify school shooters before it’s to late. Simply keeping 

a close watch on these categories of people would be better than what is being done now. The 

things we are doing to prevent school shootings now are a joke, having only one or two resource 

officers and setting up an “active shooter protocol” are not effective methods. These methods 

suggest you are allowing the shootings to happen, instead of stopping them before they do. Also 

majority of school shooters are students at the school. With an “active shooter protocol” you are 

giving the potential shooters the information of how to locate the students and staff once a 

shooting has started, and effective methods of how to not be stopped before doing significant 

damage.  
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The issue of school shootings relates to everyone who attends school including teachers 

and counselors, or has children who will or are currently attending school. I have a personal 

relation to this issue of school security, and what school shootings will do to your outlook on the 

idea of the school. My aunt Amy lives in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. She is a teacher at Stoneman 

Douglas High School where there was a shooting on February 14, 2018. Seventeen students and 

staff members were killed, and another seventeen were injured during the shooting done by a 

suspended student by the name of Nikolas Cruz (Ray Sanchez, 2018).  

To get the inside look at the Florida school shooting I interviewed my aunt Amy, a 

teacher and guidance counselor at Stoneman Douglas High School (Personal Interview, 2018). I 

asked her five questions relating to the issue, first I asked what school security looked like before 

and after the shooting. Amy said before the shooting the school had a “relaxed environment” she 

said they had only one resource officer, and 5 “guards”. The guards were just gym teachers who 

were to take different post around the school if a shooting occurred (they were unarmed). Before 

the shooting they had six different entry points into the school. After the shooting occured they 

now have 3 resource officers, and 10 guards who are armed and are always stationed in different 

areas of the school. They also only have 2 points of entry into the school now.  

Next I asked her how the shooting changed her outlook on school. Amy said before the 

incident, school was her happy place where she felt safe and happy. She said she enjoyed waking 

up each day knowing she was getting to teach kids and work with them as a counselor. Since the 

incident she feels uncomfortable with going to school and can tell the students feel the same 

way. Amy went on to say “kids have enough to worry about, they shouldn’t have to worry about 

there safety” they should be able to focus on learning and now they feel like they can’t. She feels 
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that the shooting has also affected her teaching, “ I am always worried for my kids safety, while 

also worrying that one of them could be a shooter” she says there are constant reminders of the 

shooting, and will never be able to look at school the same way.  

I then asked her what information she had about the shooter, she explained to me that she 

knew the shooter, he was a student who was frequently in her office for counseling. She went on 

to say that the FBI was notified about the kids guns, that he constantly talked about them to other 

students and my aunt Amy. She said “Nikolas had some social issues and a rough family life at 

home, and I tried to get him outside help constantly”. I also asked her if she had ever worried 

about a school shooting before this happened. She said to me “ No, actually a week before the 

shooting my friend asked me the same question, I told her no never at my school, we have a 

secluded school, very nice kids and very wealthy area”. Finally I asked her if she thought the 

school security they have now should be given to all school in the U.S. she said yes. Amy said “I 

never thought it would happen until it did, but knowing now that it can happen anywhere at 

anytime, all schools should be funded to have security guards, metal detector’s (which they 

currently have on the way) and ID’s for all students and staff”. She made a solid point saying, 

“all it takes is one person to shoot and kill people within a school” and I agree with her, in the 

world we live today school is no longer a safe or secure place.  

Coming back to the initial point of the word School 
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